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SolutionGovernment.com is the New World Society cleansed of all Predatory
Greed.  Gifted by BuiltByKeith.com INC ministries using SolutionFinal.com

CLICK FOLDERS ABOVE, DEMAND ACTION by FBI/AG/Law Agencies to FOLLOWKeith.com commands
Aug 10 VISITOR COUNT: as of 8/10/2016 1:15 PM
HITS: 65132. July 22 61976. July 14 60,606. Feb 22 41,973. Nov 9 31,333. Aug 27 26,666. July 27 19,576. May 6 18,643.

### For IMMEDIATE PRESS RELEASE and re-Broadcast to our WORLD + churches.
SolutionGovernment.com is the only standardized answer to unify our entire world by solving all problems

at the root community levels. This is done by removing all ability for anyone to profiteer from any and all
leadership positions in government or corporations. This kills all Political Corruption forever, voids the majority of
all man-made laws that enrich the Criminal Ruling Elite, and shuns all unrepentant criminals by citizen proactive actions.
   Click: DropBox of +15 International translations of the ONLY solution to transfer all criminal wealth back to you.
   With these four new By-Pass Laws, all citizens use Electronic Voting (Intl ID #/SS/DL, face recognition photo, time
stamp, + GPS location) with free Wi-Fi + eDevices to select highly paid consultant representatives to advocate all of our
taxpayer rights. No one can ever manipulate or pervert these irrevocable laws that change the course of human history.
1. Vote for all their leadership with historical confirmation on demand anytime using International URLiDent.com.

UNIocracy.com  is the #1 NEW WORLD
  REFORMATION MOVEMENT for

Our New Society System that Benefits All
of Mankind by Preventing Corruption +

Crimes in 1st Place.  Call Everyone Now!
BidOnKeith.com    CreatorKeith.com
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2. Vote on the pay for each person (by majority again). Options: 1. Lower. 2. Same. 3. Raise.
3. Vote on major issues when citizens are motivated to get confirmed results from their 'paid consultant' representative.
4. Vote on removing top succession leaders for any ethics violation as willed by the majority of the voters.
      Key: Each vote is electronically recorded in URLiDent.com Interpol Database as private or public so that each user 
or public can see their vote counted and confirmed at any future time. The DB is replicate protected against all fraud.
Everyone must contact Interpol and United Nations SolutionUNI.com to ensure SolutionManifesto.com is world reality.
   Keith Duncan leads the worlds first crime free society by teaching everyone how to replace all corrupt leaders and
forever shun all criminals who refuse to confess their crimes and pay back restitution to their victims.
     Anyone can run for any position in the world with no resident restrictions. See below for the most comprehensive
total checks and balances to STOP all criminal profiteering forever. No more VOTER FRAUD, Ballet Box stuffing, run-offs,
Political Action Committees, Political Graft kickbacks, parties, as criminals can no longer use news media to outspend the
competition and bury the ethical competitors. Political criminals are shunned by all of society as all other criminals cringe
with absolute horror that their days are numbered by BidOnKeith.com under full Sovereign Ambassador Emissary
Protection of all Nations, Governments, the public, and churches. Keith is the world famous founder of UNIocracy.com
     Our new one world society is controlled by the public shareholders as the only answer to prevent all crimes. Full scale
transparency and accountability is achieved by citizens taking full control of their leadership elections and post action
decisions. This reduces and eliminates almost all need for government and mega monopoly corporations. Any leader who
refuses to enact these simple four government and corporate laws is shunned and isolated by all of society as
self-entitling kingdom builders with Interpol URLiDent.com. All who run on these platforms of total Integrity, Trust, and
Ethics will be wealthy and highly respected with Meritocracy.com by first serving the needs of all others.
    CLICK:  MoveOn.ORG Petition to ALL Governments as the most powerful total reformation in world history. No one
can deny the crimes against humanity by these criminals who are now shunned and isolated by all world citizens.

BidOnKeith.com consults for our world. Simply call Philippines cell (63)0917-335-4300 to schedule on site rapid
problem solving delivery of world class methods by Evangelist Broadcaster #1 Crusader Keith Duncan and his teams.
Keith leads the worlds first crime free society by teaching everyone how to replace all corrupt leaders and forever shun
all criminals who refuse to confess their crimes and pay back restitution to their victims. These are historical moments
for all. The most immediate world requirement is to Crowd fund BidOnKeith.com through PayPal.me/BidOnKeith

BuiltByKeith.com is the #1 Most Powerful Reformation Solutions in world history gifted to all of mankind.
The first region to deploy these unbreakable Checks and Balances receive International News Coverage as the first

district, then nation to use the only solution to remove all criminals from society. This averts the genocide holocaust by
the criminal ruling elite that was propagandized with hermeneutic prophecies, published by fore-founders + SaviorKeith,
and fulfilled by political criminals, cyber crime terrorists and other underground criminal cabal enterprises run by
psychopaths such as Robert Dee Rose. A simple call to CreatorKeith.com (63)0917-335-4300 liberates all mankind.

BBK20160808-UNIocracy-FatherKeith-388.pdf
2.3 MB  Aug 8, 2016 prime solution blog post for all of world to see WHO I-YOU are.
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BBK20160714-World-UNITYurl-SaviorKeith-382.pdf
2.0 MB  This is the last Major World Broadcast to ensure world Peace Security.

   Keith DUNCAN is the world famous forefounder of UNIocracy.com New World Society.   These solutions are the ONLY
new World Government Constitution SolutionManifesto.com to ensure the survival of the human race. The removal of
all criminals and contract violations kill all crime acts. The majority of man-made laws and mandates are nullified,
voided, and replaced with these simple laws to enforce all protection of all human rights using
http://www.SolutionFinal.com to solve any issue, conflict, or problem with 5 simple step methodology.

The Press, United Nations, Interpol, Military, all world governments, public, and religious leadership have
all been contacted for now +8 years. No persons of integrity have been found to Call to Action.  Who do you know?
Contact all Others immediately to ensure BidOnKeith.com will complete all these world Evangelist crusade changing
missions of mercy. www.MonkeyKings.info is the last expose of super criminals tied to one terrorist in USA-Bahamas.
Keith has asked for Sovereign Ambassador status from any and all nations to protect these ordained complete ministries
as Keith also has claimed first liens on all criminal assets that have been forsaken and never seized by any Law
enforcement agencies. These are to be deposited and redistributed to mankind through www.CreatorKeith.com INC.
    Jessica SoHo GMA network (63) 02 928-7021 must be contacted by everyone along with every single major news
network of @AP, CNN, ABC, CBS, NBC, Veritas, BBC, and all others today!  Manila Bulletin was visited (63)02 527-8121.
   Click: www.BuiltByKeith.com Clearinghouse of Criminals Solutions + Unification +  IseeIunderStand.com
= #1 comprehensive 'Plans of world salvation' guides. Everything is shown on TheTruthVault.com
Download: BBK20150206OneDegreeSeparation-SolutionURL-183.pdf and forward.
Foreign Translations on www.SolutionURL.com page as Keith works for all mankind.
In absolute simple language, SolutionGovernment.com + all other solutions are easy to replace all our
world governments when the public shuns and cripples the Criminal Ruling Elite who have enslaved them.
   All law makers are commanded to pass these simple laws. Otherwise, they face immediate punishment
by the Press, Public, Churches, + organizations for Willful Obstruction of Justice abusing Taxpayer-Voter
funds and violation of CLICK: 923. 18 U.S.C. § 371—Conspiracy to Defraud the United States. and treason.

  Here is recent world re-broadcast Call to ACTION with Authority and why all Military are 100% involved.
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#369 Terrrorist Attacks in Atlanta GA, Washington DC occur PCTerror. BuiltBy...

#369 July 7 2016 calling for World Unification by easy elimination of ALL Politicians and Criminals with
simple use of SolutionFinal.com and world teachings of BidOnKeith.com.
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#334 SolutionGovernment.com kills all Political Crimes with URLiDent BuiltBy...

 Command-Order all leadership remove themselves for their failures to use this Master Revelation Answer

#300 d Holy Trinity UNIoC... #303 SolutionMilitary.co...

Click: TheVeryEnd-Broadcast July 20, 2015 Commandments to SaveAllNations.com
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Click: SolutionMilitary-PCTerror-280  Aug 26, 2015 -The absolute Final End.
Each publication provides world solutions to specific human problems and conflicts
that prevent 'The Criminal Ruling Elite' from enslaving our world and self-genocide.

Click for the definitive solutions major foreign translations folder to change our world.
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/wkfy6s25sd27k87/AACLYqZhL9oVVPWBNi8kfbdWa?dl=0

SolutionGovernment.com Translations. These SaveAllNations.com when re-broadcast to all.
1-Russian 2-Spanish 3-Chinese 4-German 5-French 6-Hindi-India 7-Italian
 8-Indonesia  9-Portugese 10-Arabic 11-Philippines 12-Hebrew 13-Japanese
14-Burmese 15-Malayian all others. Contact All Press, Churches, and Governments.

SG-ChineseSolutionGovernment-UNITYurl-BBK20150813.pdf
441.1 KB  For all of China who do not have VPN.

Prime SolutionURL.com Translations below. Click to download and share with all.
1-Russian 2-Spanish 3-Chinese 4-German 5-French 6-Hindi-India 7-Italian
8-Indonesia 9-Portugese 10-Arabic 11-Philippines  12-Hebrew  13-Japanese ...
14-Burmese 15-Malayian all others until all nations are saved from all criminals.

The USMilitary, USGOV, PRESS, PUBLIC, and other Nations will host Keith's Press
Conferences to REMOVE Corruption and sponsor him to teach our world to LOVE as
soon as the first honest person calls and protects Keith's rights. This is so easy....
This is BuiltByKeith = SaviorKeith's missions of Mercy and Grace to all of mankind since birth
on Assumption Feast Day Aug 15, 1958.  Oct 3 and 30, 2015 were the NEXT historical events.
  The solution to redistribute all criminal wealth to build new commUNITY districts uses one simple
technology database to allow citizens to electronically vote for leadership, control their exclusive pay,
direct their actions, and remove them for any cause by majority vote. Unrepentant criminals are shunned
using face recognition URLiDent.com and their one International ID # to kill the 666 Mark of the Beast.
   Keith offers his Prime www.BidOnKeith.com services to all governments, Military, United Nations,
Interpol, Congress, all company, Organizations, Churches, + Public as the #1 Sovereign Ambassador
Emissary of all time. He represents all of mankind before an extremely wrathful and angry Father-
Creator-Consciousness of Man. ROSE is put on Death Row by USA Government, Interpol, and churches.
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The four BASIC "BY-PASS" LAWS that change all legal and financial systems around
the world are simple, straightforward, and apply to all governments, corporations,
organizations, and even church denominations as this is the first  self-regulating mechanism
to maintain PEACE, LAW, + ORDER by will of the People.
    1. Citizens have right to electronically VOTE on their leaders and important matters.
They direct their consultant leaders to represent the will of the majority. Voting history is
electronically retained by URLident.com so that no voting fraud can possibly occur. 
    2. Citizens of each district decide the leaders' income. Leaders must disclose all
monthly expenses like any publicly held business. Bonuses are given by majority citizen vote
when leaders perform with outstanding results. Citizens vote to raise, same, or lower pay.
    3. Citizens electronically register what projects are to be funded with their taxes.
    4. If ethics are violated or if leaders use personal funds or any other resources that
prove they are profiteering, citizens remove them by majority vote for successive
runner-ups to resume that term. Politics are completely eliminated forever + humanity lives.

    These systematic processes eliminate electoral voting, maintains the election cycles without ANY
run-offs, and lines up a series of elected officials for each office if the primary winner fails to represent
their district. These laws truly change all legal and financial systems world-wide by removing criminal
profiteering and restoring ethics that are almost void in the current middle to high level leadership
positions. The transition from ballot voting to full electronic voting by any eDevice is simple. Photos are
taken of voter at poll or at actually electronic casting of votes to prevent duplication. All votes can be
electronically shown to the world and confirmed by each individual by public or private read-only access.
     These simple voting methods applies to all organizations, churches, and Corporation By-Laws to put
ProfitShareHolders.com into action to enable all employees and shareholders to control company
expenses, who are their executives and management, and manage their own dividends and profitability.  
Simply ask www.BidOnKeith.com CreatorKeith.com to explain. It is so easy to contact and find Keith at 
Philippines +(63)0917-335-4300 as the USA Military, FBI, United Nations, and wealthy benefactors come
find Keith to protect the immense Intellectual Property rights and extreme knowledge in Keith's mind and
published so frequently on this multiple broadcast websites as well as hard-copy publications.
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  SUMMARY: Treat Leaders as PAID CONSULTANTS with full ACCOUNTABILITY using technology to
command their representation. This is the #1 SOLUTION of all time. There will never be any excuse for
any lawmaker, government, or nation to NOT enact this local law + Constitutional Amendment and simple
'BY-PASS LAWS' as the Associated Press, USGOV, and public are now actively re-broadcasting this #1
ISSUE and detailing the resulting Quad Trillion USD/EURO/PESO/etc $$$benefit to all of mankind.

In simplistic terms, consider the Miss America pageant. If the popular vote winner is suspected of ethics
violations, the runner-ups sequentially assume the top place. Everyone watches for ethics violations.
Hundreds of people will apply for each Congressperson, Mayor, Council, Judge, Police Chief, Board of
Education, and other elected positions around the world. Each person is prevented from profiteering and
criminal activity by both the voter/citizens and their opponents. This preserves the election process and
BY-PASSES most of the election laws and campaign funding strategies used by Political Action
Committees and ruthless Executives to put 'straw men' in place to obtain favorite funding and treatment.

 The USA Government, Churches, all Law Enforcement, Press, and the Public have always been 100%
engaged in the true tragedy and end-result of God's nature of Keith's world-wide mission work that
perfects all legal, financial, cultural, and spiritual systems.  I now continue internationally during Easter
2015 to JerUSAlem, the Vatican, Asia, and Europe with BidOnKeith.com to complete predictions as the #1
Sovereign Ambassador + Emissary for all Nations, Churches, Governments, Military, Corporations, and
the Public with full protection of the USA Government as they sponsor my final humanitarian missions
that truly are required to www.SaveAllNations.com with IseeIunderStand.com and IseeJustice.com per
systematic use of GOD's word, common sense, + technology.  These are the only solutions that prevent
mankind's self-genocide that is occurring right now. Simply contact Keith for the interview of your
lifetime. Call the USA Military immediately so Keith can finally debrief them on who are the criminals in
Atlanta GA, Norfolk VA, and Washington D.C. This is critical to international security threat extreme cyber
crimes conducted by #1 Terrorist WhereIsRobertRose.com against the USA Gov.

      CLICK VIDEO: http://youtu.be/JYK-KRB6jg4  on IseeJustice.com and IseeIUnderstand.com
   To the best of my extreme integrity and forensic research ability of over ten thousand man-hours at
my own extreme expense and peril, this is the completed historical Constitutional, Financial, Legal, and
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cultural works detailing the STEP-BY-STEP methodology to CHANGE our world. Most of these #1 common
sense masterpieces were destroyed by specific CRIMINALS from Oct 3, 2011 to present to prevent Keith's
gifting of ACTS of WISDOM to our world. Keith Duncan presents HIS world changing solutions under
protection of US Patent Trade Office USPTO.gov copyright, International Laws, and UNIVERSAL LAWS
with NO excuses using simple, clear, and rational explanations. FDR quote: "They who seek to establish
systems of government based on the regimentation of all human beings by a handful of individual
rulers... call this a New Order. It is not new and it is not order."  This one solution enables all citizens to
manage and control all of their governments and corporations from now to the end of eternity.

Contact KEITH DUNCAN and USMilitary to JOIN this #1 NON-POLITICAL REFORMATION MOVEMENT now. 

DEMAND ACTION by EVERYONE.  This NEXT Constitutional Amendment #28 and local
by-laws PREVENTS Politicians, Judges, Lawyers, Corporate Executives, and any elected,
appointed, and promoted officials or leaders from personally PROFITING. This is the missing
CHECKs and BALANCEs = SolutionFinal.com intended by all of our ForeFounders. This
rescinds most of the election laws and prevents corruption in the first place. These By-Pass 
laws apply to every level of Government + Corporate entities to destroy criminal enterprises.
  When these three By-Pass laws are passed with a 'Super Majority Point of Order against
over-ride of these prime directives for a period of five years', all corruption and political 
criminal enterprises are systematically exterminated by the 'Will of the People'.  

Each district of voter/taxpayers/shareholders determine by common vote the pay for the elected
official, judge, legal authority/corporate officer for the term to be paid out pro-rated per month when
duties are adequately performed. This removes and repeals most Amendments and Federal election
laws designed to empower only the existing "Ruling Elite" classes of Officials/Politicians/Leaders and
associated criminals who derive their power from special interest groups, political action committees, 
campaign lobbyists, self-serving and self-entitling organizations as well as hidden individuals who run
criminal enterprises who extort and manipulate our own legal/judicial systems. This also prevents the
CORPORATE MONOPOLY scandals run by executives and underworld and underground terrorist
criminals. CORRUPT LEADERS and CRIMINALS WILL HATE THIS AMENDMENT and local by-pass laws
for these 'revised commandments' put them out of business forever using: StNicksList.com
which is full visibility and accountability for their actions and behaviors by their constituents.

1. 

No politician, leader, or officer can raise funds or spend any money or assets to run for an elected or2. 
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appointed office. Violation of this rule results in immediate disqualification for five years. This removes
the ability for anyone to outspend their opponents with smear campaigns that are so revolting to the
public. Everyone stands on their own merit and reputation.  There is NO limit to the number of persons
who may run for any office or elected position. This removes political party affiliation greed and power
by restoring the common vote of each person to elect their choice. No more 'block' or district majority
voting. All voting is done by popular voting by majority.
All candidates may originally reside in any other district. Once elected, they must reside 50% of their
time in their represented district while serving their people. They must be within 100 feet of their
constituents for four days of every calendar month when not in remote session to listen and respond to
the needs of their voters. Use www.SolutionFinal.com  to solve most issues/conflicts/problems.

3. 

Any elected official caught or suspected of taking profit for personal or other reasons is rejected out of
office by a 51% majority vote and the next runner up takes the pro-rated term with compensating pay.
There is never a need for a recall or re-vote unless no runner-up remains available.

4. 

When running for any office, the candidate may NOT read from a speech or prompter. All interactions
with audience on any media must be from the heart so the person is held 100% accountable for his or
her ethics, honor, and accountability. All officials are then held personally responsible for their
promises and actions. No candidate or supporters may pay for ads of any type. This removes the ability
to outspend a competitor. At their expense, the media may cover any news event in any form.

5. 

When sponsoring and voting on any bill, the voter/taxpayers reserve the option to electronically send
their vote to their representative to enforce the decisions of the 'WILL of the PEOPLE" using any
computer or smart phone recording their votes by their unique Social Security number, cell phone
#/electronic device serial number as their tracking identifier.  All voting age people are provided a
smart phone or access to a voting device if they have no existing telecommunications access.  This ties
into StNicksList.com that is Read-only normalized Referential Integrity database of who is trusted by
other and who is NOT in the international INTERPOL database or has others who testify to their
criminal activities and untrustworthness.  SolutionBankFraud.com is used to generate a unique one
time identifier at time of each voting and legal transaction to confirm unique identity and entity status.

6. 

All elected leaders who violate other terms of this amendment will be required to return 100% of the
pay they received when the current taxpayer/voters confirm by a 66% majority vote that the elected
official is or was guilty of ethics violations or failure to perform his or her directed duties and
obligations.  This removes anyone's ability to receive post term benefits from criminal enterprises and
political affiliates.

7. 

While in office, no personal funds, outside funds or resources may be used for travel or living expenses
related to the fulfillment of leaders' elected duties.  The district voters and taxpayers retain the voting
option to raise or lower the pro-rated salary to support their lawmaker and officials based on
performance of their contracted person. Each official must publish monthly all of his or her expenses

8. 
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and income to show they are conducting ethical representation of their constitutients.
At the first implementation of this USA Constitutional Amendment #28, local law, and regional law, no
existing Official may be re-elected to the previous exact position. For first implementation, no one with
a law degree may run for any position NOT REQUIRING a law degree. These two stipulations remove
pre-existing power and ethics situations with a clean slate of new politicians of uncorrupted younger
and responsible citizens who actually represent all people in their district.

9. 

Any candidate may run for a maximum of a total of two positions located in any district during each
election cycle and may accept only one position if elected by simple majority to both positions.

10. 

Amendments to this Constitutional Amendment or district law may only be voted on by the
taxpayer/voters after a one-year review of an amended proposal. This prevents lawmakers from
changing this law for their own profit and future accumulation of assets. These solutions fulfill
everyone's responsibility to benefit all of humanity.

11. 

RESULT: www.SolutionFinal.com , NEWZION2.com , and StNicksList.com
This Constitutional Amendment and law is 100% financially,  legally, and culturally neutral.  It makes perfect common
and economic sense to prevent lawmakers from becoming lawbreakers who work with organized crime or their peers in
corporations and underground criminal enterprises to profit themselves.  These laws prevent predatory greed at all levels
and put the control of lawmaking back into the hands of voters and taxpayers for the mutual benefit of all families and
communities.

SolutionGovernment.pdf
209.2 KB Here is the original year 2011 SolutionGovernment.com that criminals tried to kill.

This Amendment is gifted by Keith Brent Duncan + BuiltByKeith.com LLC under protection of USPTO.gov copyright law, 
universal human rights, and active code statues and laws. Contact the United Nations now.

 BidOnKeith.com is Keith's Team of PRIME CONSULTANTS.  JOIN US NOW !
    Anyone who objects to these terms is required to publicly identify him or herself, and provide a better set of
SOLUTIONS. Otherwise, the objectors are required to collectively  'Cease and Desist' by the other OUTRAGED
Taxpayers/Voters and are outcast by society for not providing SOLUTIONS to existing problems.  The HYPOCRITES,
CYNICS, BLINDED FOOLS, and CRIMINALS are indeed alive and well.  By contrast, those who LOVE OTHERS are
practicing the only true form of JUSTICE and EQUALITY.  See SolutionFinal.com  for the ultimate and most effective five
steps to solve any conflict/problem/dispute.
   For it has always been simple to SEE and UNDERSTAND that KEITH BRENT DUNCAN is the emmisary, sent
to bring  FAITH, HOPE, and LOVE  to our troubled world.  Use BidOnKeith.com to solve your problems so
that we will all be Sovereign Ambassadors in our expanding UNIVERSE. This is KEITH's purpose in life. HIS
MISSION is to bring PEACE and HARMONY to all who reside on EARTH for evermore.

These PRIME stipulations must be GRANTED IMMEDIATELY to ensure survival of these methods and processes that
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are indeed world-changing and fulfil predictions of those forefounders who see the truth:
1. The USA government and all people grant Keith Brent Duncan (DOB 1958-08-15 High Point N.C.)  Diplomatic and
Sovereign Immunity from vindictive persecution and prosecution as long as the majority of people agree that Keith is
continuing his WORLD CENTERED QUESTS to benefit all of humanity.
 THE PUBLIC ARE OUTRAGED by the felony crimes legally exposed on: www.FOLLOWKEITH.com 
2. The PUBLIC and USGOV agree to FUND Keith for his lifetime as KEITH discloses his financial expenses and daily
activities to everyone.  For above all else, KEITH has never had anything to hide, and indeed serves OUR mutual
CREATOR, OUR COUNTRY, ALL NATIONS, and of course, ALL OF HUMANITY.
3. The USGOV agrees to restore the value of ALL of KEITH's stolen property, assets, bank accounts, Trademarks, Patents
as well as to protect KEITH's life and assets for his lifetime to prevent martyring of Keith by criminals who see
SolutionPeace.com SolutionDefense.com.
4. The USGOV agrees to prosecute and arrest every person who knew that Keith was kidnapped and illegally detained for
848 days and signed their own admissible confessions on all these court documents found on FOLLOWKEITH.com and in
each of the courthouses, police stations, and clerk of court offices involved.
5. All people who violated U.S Code statutes, owe Keith Duncan over $500 Million USD prorated by when they knew and
did nothing to notify proper USGOV law enforcement agencies, the PRESS, and the Public.
Resubmitted May 17, 2014. Updated Final Draft #36: Oct 31, 2015. End of US Constitutional Amendment #28 and local law.

Bring expert KEITH DUNCAN to your business,
community, church, and government agency.

BuiltByKeith.com LLC BidOnKeith.com offers a
comprehensible full range of consulting services--all designed to help you
reach your own personal and business potential. Keith and his team
represent your best interests. Our team services are available so you
receive precisely what you need. Whatever situation you face, we have
solutions already completed to be customized for your specific use. What
we REALLY do is to teach you how to solve your own issues. We
guarantee our work at 120% refund by contract if not happy. Keith and
his growing team take all the risk for you using biblical and
common-sense principles with off-shelf technology when appropriate.

Keith + his UNIocracy.com team consult for:

Governments around the WORLD.
Churches, Temples, Synagogues, Mosques.
MILLIONAIRES and Homeless, all OTHERS
Charities and The UNITED NATIONS Assembly
Start ups and Entrepreneur Ventures.
Small, Medium and Large businesses
Public and Private companies
Manufacturing and Service companies
Global Companies across all industries.
Literally EVERYONE around the WORLD ! ! !
CEOSPACE.net is our favorite Business
building Modeling FORUM that receives 90% of
profits.

Ask the US GOVERNMENT and EVERYONE if KEITH has been their ultimate PROVIDER as THE TRUE MAN of JUSTICE ! !
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These samples are Keith's gifted summaries to lead our World into Peaceful Community of FAITH, ETHICS, and
Accountability.  PREDATORY GREED resides in the hearts of ALL PEOPLE and can easily be prevented by these Religious and
common-sense methods that isolate the criminals away from ethical persons. The last frontier of technology must now be
used to hold oneself and others responsible for their actions and behaviors.  The last photo is the KSHAMA.us HOLY GRAIL of
Forgiveness for ALL PEOPLE  that ties into the ACTS of WISDOM of IseeJustice.com and IseeIunderstand.com so that
everyone can finally experience full RIGHTEOUSNESS.

JOIN UNIocracy TODAY before our world self-destructs from PREDATORY GREED.
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CreatorKeith.com World Trading Partner Ministries Enterprises INC.  Content copyright 2016. UNIOCRACY BuiltByKeith.com LLC. All rights reserved.
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